Brains, Lifestyles and Cognition: Are There General Trends?
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Abstract
Comparative and experimental approaches to cognition in different animal taxa suggest some degree of convergent evolution. Similar cognitive trends associated with similar lifestyles (sociality, generalism, new habitats) are seen in taxa that are phylogenetically distant and possess remarkably different brains. Many cognitive measures show positive intercorrelations at the inter-individual and inter-taxon level, suggesting some degree of general intelligence. Ecological principles like the unpredictability of resources in space and time may drive different types of cognition (e.g., social and non-social) in the same direction. Taxa that rank high on comparative counts of cognition in the field are usually the ones that succeed well in experimental tests, with the exception of avian imitation. From apes to birds, fish and beetles, a few common principles appear to have influenced the evolution of brains and cognition in widely divergent taxa.

Introduction
Why do some animal taxa have larger brains than others? Body size allometry and grade shifts account for most of the variance in brain size, but a substantial proportion remains when these variables are factored out. What is behind this remaining variance? Because the brain is an organ that processes, stores and integrates sensory, motor and information, the most obvious hypothesis is that there are cognitive advantages in affording larger brains [Jerison, 1973]. Important advances have been made since Jerison’s pioneering work, but several unresolved issues still stimulate debates among contemporary researchers. Are cognitive activities selected as independent modules or can they be part of more general processes that cause some animals to consistently outrank others in several cognitive measures? What are the evolutionary forces that select for larger brains? Are there convergent principles that govern the evolution of brain size in different taxa? Do whole brain size differences, as opposed to finer measures, mean anything in terms of cognitive performance?

Several research strategies have been used to answer these questions. Some use principles derived from work on humans, others focus on specialized behaviors (e.g., food storing) seen only in a few non-human taxa. In this paper, we review an approach initially developed with birds and based on field observations of innovative behaviors. We first discuss a series of operational measures of cognition, and ask whether variation in the measures suggests correlated or independent evolution. Next, we test whether these cognitive measures co-vary with the size of neural structures. Finally, we discuss some ecological contexts in which the cognitive measures associated with size of neural structures might be
selected and ask whether the same contexts might explain the evolution of large brains in independent lineages.

**Operational Measures of Cognition**

Recent comparative work on correlates of brain size has focused on continuous operational measures of cognition. Although many of the pioneering studies of the 1980’s used categorical life history and ecological variables [e.g., diet, Harvey et al., 1980; development mode, Bennett and Harvey, 1985; Iwaniuk and Nelson, 2003], the focus since the late 1990’s has been on frequency counts of naturally-occurring behaviors in the wild. These measures include the propensity for social deception in primates [Byrne, 1993; Byrne and Corp, 2004], innovation in birds [Lefebvre et al., 1997a] and primates [Reader and Laland, 2002], social learning in primates [Reader and Laland, 2002] and tool use in birds [Lefebvre et al., 2002] and primates [Reader and Laland, 2002]. Given that animal cognition is extremely difficult to define, the strict operational nature of these comparative indices is an advantage; the indices simply measure variation on a continuum, without specifying thresholds beyond which behaviors can be considered ‘intelligent’ or ‘complex’ or which specific cognitive mechanisms are involved [Giraldeau et al., 2007]. Moreover, because the counts are based on field observations, these measures of cognition are biologically meaningful and comparable among species or higher taxonomic levels. Falsifiable predictions can then be made on the indices, for example that they are all positively correlated or that the size of certain brain areas is larger in taxa that have higher counts of innovation, tool use, deception and/or social learning.

Because the counts are based on case reports, these measures of cognition are vulnerable to a number of biases [reviewed in Lefebvre et al., 2004]. The importance of these biases needs to be rigorously evaluated before using the cognitive counts in analyses. In birds, for example, nine possible biases have been checked and found not to account for the positive correlation between innovation rate and residual brain, forebrain or mesopallium size [Nicolakakis and Lefebvre, 2000; Lefebvre et al., 2001]. The most important bias is that associated with the effort devoted by scientists to observing different species, but this effect can be mitigated by including a measure of research effort in multivariate models [Reader and Laland, 2002].

Because the above operational measures are based on anecdotal reports, they also need to be complemented by experiments. In general, frequency count and experimental approaches yield similar results. Taxa that rank high on innovation, tool use, deception and social learning counts tend to be those that succeed in experimental tests of sophisticated cognitive processes. For example, an anecdotal report on use of tools in New Caledonian crows [Orenstein, 1972] has been followed by extensive field work [Hunt, 1996; Hunt and Gray, 2004], as well as laboratory experiments [Weir et al., 2002; Kenward et al., 2005; Taylor et al., 2007] that have yielded detailed understanding of the most complex form of tool manufacture known in non-human animals. If New Caledonian crows are unique in their tool use, they are also part of the most innovative genus of the entire class Aves [Lefebvre et al., 1997a], as well as the genus that has the highest tool use count [Lefebvre et al., 2002]. In the New World, *Quiscalus* is the second most innovative passerine genus after *Corvus*. In line with this, *Q. lugubris* is, among the opportunistic birds of Barbados, the species that does best at innovative problem-solving [Webster and Lefebvre, 2001]; in field and aviary experiments, *Q. lugubris* also shows imitation [Lefebvre et al., 1997b], backward conditioning of alarm calls [Griffin and Galef, 2005], as well as flexible use of tool-like processing of dry food [Morand-Ferron et al., 2004, 2006, 2007a, b]. In primates, *Pan troglodytes*, the species that tops the comparative data bases on deception [Byrne and Whiten, 1988], innovation, tool use and social learning rate [Reader and Laland, 2002] is also the one that shows the most sophisticated behavior in experiments on cultural transmission [Bonnie et al., 2007], imitation [Whiten et al., 1996], and cooperation [Melis et al., 2006]. In the New World, the genus *Cebus* ranks high on all comparative counts [Reader and Laland, 2002], and uses rocks to dig up tubers [Moura and Lee, 2004] and crack open nuts [Fragaszy et al., 2004]; like chimpanzees [Lefebvre, 1982; Brosnan et al., 2008], they will barter with humans in captivity [Drapijer et al., 2005]. Interspecific comparisons on birds and primates show positive correlations between reversal learning, an experimental measure taken in captivity, and innovation rate, a frequency count taken in the field [Lefebvre et al., 2004]. For the moment, the major discrepancy between the experimental and count approaches to cognition seems to be in the field of avian imitation. In primates, the high rank of apes on frequency count scales is consistent with the fact that, in experiments, they show more cognitively demanding forms of social learning than do monkeys [e.g., imitation: Visalberghi and Fragaszy, 1990]. In birds, however, imitation
has been demonstrated in species, e.g., pigeons and quail, that have both small brains and rank very low on innovation and tool use counts [Zentall, 2004].

**Variation among Animals**

One of the questions that has long worried psychologists is the modular or general-process nature of cognition. One purely empirical way of addressing this issue is to see if performance on different cognitive tasks across individuals or taxa shows positive, negative or zero correlations. In the first case, this means that there might be a common general process behind the positively correlated activities, or that the modular processes controlling each activity are selected together. Negative correlations would suggest trade-offs, such that enhancement of one type of cognition and/or memory is costly and requires a decrease in other types of cognition [Sherry and Schacter, 1987]. A zero correlation would imply that the systems are independent.

A surprising number of cognitive measures show positive correlations. For example, Reader and Laland [2002] showed that social learning, innovation and tool use counts are all positively correlated across primate species. Deaner et al. [2006] found a similar trend of positive correlations over primate genera for up to 30 different cognitive tests conducted in captivity. In birds, innovation rate is positively correlated with tool use [Lefebvre et al., 2002] and with performance on tests of problem-solving and reversal learning [Lefebvre et al., 2004]. For the moment, the negative relationship between food-storing and innovation in corvids and parids [Lefebvre and Bolhuis, 2003] stands out as an exception, even though it is based on a small sample. At the individual level, Bouchard et al. [2007] have found that latency of social learning is positively correlated with innovative problem-solving in pigeons, even after the common correlate of neophobia has been removed from the two measures. Positive correlations across individuals are a common feature of cognitive test batteries run on humans as well as outbred rodents [Plomin, 2001]. All these lines of evidence suggest that some of the variation in cognition between individuals and species reflects a general process. Finally, there seems to be strong agreement in the ranking of taxa in field and laboratory measures of cognition. This is reassuring, as field-based measures can be criticized for their lack of controls and lab-based measures for their lack of ecological relevance, as well as the confounding effects of differential response to captivity and testing by humans.

**Brain Areas Involved in Cognition**

In order to better understand the predicted inter-taxa relationship between cognitive measures and neural center efficiency, it would be useful to know which neural measure we should focus on: size of whole brains or of restricted areas? Volumes, neuron numbers or receptor densities? Recent work on humans, birds, rodents and non-human primates suggests possible directions. When neuroscientists look at the control centers that are involved in different cognitive tasks, the result they most often come up with is that each task involves a network of localized centers distributed in many parts of the brain. Lesion and neuronal recording techniques are useful in identifying precise areas crucial to the correct functioning of a given cognitive system, but they are incapable of mapping the whole set of areas that are active. In contrast, techniques like MRI, immediate early genes and receptor site mapping can inform us about how broad or localized should be our search for brain correlates of cognition. The techniques routinely compare neural activation during a particular cognitive task [e.g., imitation of observed movement, Iacoboni et al., 1999] to that of the closest control [e.g., movement or observation only], and thus underestimate the total number of brain areas active during cognitive processing. Bearing this in mind, the most frequent result of brain imaging studies is that a number of different localized centers distributed all over the brain are involved in each cognitive activity. For example, a meta-analysis of 64 MRI studies in humans reveals a very broad distribution of areas active in different types of human tool use situations [Lewis, 2006]. When the mapping of the areas is restricted to those that are reported in at least four of the 64 studies, eight areas in the cortex, plus areas in the cerebellum and basal ganglia appear to be involved. During macaque tool use, 10 areas show MRI activity, from different parts of the right and left cerebellum to parts of the basal ganglia and cortical areas such as the precuneus and inferior temporal cortex [Obayashi et al., 2001]. During cooperative interactions in a prisoner's dilemma game, at least five cortical and subcortical areas are active in humans [Rilling et al., 2002]. Unfortunately, brain imaging studies are usually conducted on single species and almost never compare animals that show lifestyle differences likely to affect cognition. A remarkable exception is the work of Goodson and co-authors on the neural basis of avian sociality. The work from this group uses state-of-the-art neuroscience techniques to, among other things, map the receptor density of neuropeptides involved in sociality; the sample of
species is remarkably broad for this kind of study (five), and the authors distinguish cases of independent and phylogenetically-correlated evolution. The studies identify neurohormone receptor site differences that correlate with sociality differences in 13 different brain centers ranging from the sub-pallial septum to the stria terminalis, the hypothalamus and the hippocampus [see table 1 in Goodson et al., 2006]. In several other brain areas (e.g., the medial nidopallium, the ventral pallidum), high densities of neuropeptide binding sites are also found, even though no interspecific differences seem to be linked to significant differences in their density.

**Enhanced Performance of Enlarged Brain Areas**

Brains vary in whole size, size of their parts, density of neurons and glia, as well as density of neurotransmitter receptors. Each of these features has been suggested to reflect, with different levels of accuracy, the performance of the brain in cognitive tasks. The size of comparative databases on each of these measures is inversely proportional to the difficulty of obtaining data on them. Corrected endocast estimates of whole brain size from museum specimens are the easiest data to gather, whereas binding densities and neuron numbers are the most work-intensive. Gross, easy-to- obtain measures are usually assumed to be temporary "best of a bad job" estimates of finer, hard-to-obtain data. This assumption can easily be tested by calculating the proportion of variance in the fine structure that can be predicted from the gross measure. In birds, for example, residual size of the whole brain (i.e., the residuals of log-brain size regressed against log-body size) predicts 95% of the variance in residual size of the mesopallium and nidopallium, while residual size of the telencephalon predicts 99% [Timmermans et al., 2000]. Trends in primates are similar: 97% of the variance in residual size of the cortex is predicted by residual brain size, while 99% is predicted by residual telencephalon size [data from Stephan et al., 1981]. It is only when measures such as executive brain ratio (volume of pallial areas/brainstem) are used that the similarity between primates and birds breaks down: interspecific variance in executive ratio is well predicted by absolute size of the brain (89%), but not by residual size (21%).

Herculano-Houzel and colleagues have recently contributed a crucial methodological test of assumptions by estimating the relationship between brain size and neuron numbers across six species of rodents [Herculano-Houzel et al., 2006; Herculano-Houzel, 2007] and six species of primates [Herculano-Houzel et al., 2007]. They found a very tight relationship between residuals of neuron numbers and brain size, after taking out the common effects of body size. Interestingly, the slope of this relationship differs between primates and rodents, with neuron numbers increasing at a faster rate with increasing brain size in the former than in the latter. This finding is consistent with the fact that primates have better cognitive abilities than do rodents of a similar size. It would be interesting if Goodson's comparative research program on sociality and fine level neuronal measures could address the assumptions of brain size research, for example by looking at the relationship between neuropeptide receptor density and size of structures involved in sociality such as the amygdala, the septal complex, the hypothalamus and the hippocampus.

**Relationship between the Size of Neural Centers and Cognitive Measures**

Selection favoring enhanced performance on a particular cognitive process is expected to drive increases in the brain areas involved. We can thus predict an association among the neuron numbers, binding density or size of a brain region and the performance on the cognitive tasks the region controls. Most of the neuroecological tests on brain evolution deal with lifestyles that are assumed to require enhanced cognitive performance, not the cognitive processes themselves. For example, the robust finding that relative size of the hippocampus is positively associated with interspecies [Lucas et al., 2004] and inter-family [Sherry et al., 1989; Krebs et al., 1989] differences in food-storing assumes a link between enhanced needs for remembering the position of stored food and enhanced neuronal performance of a larger hippocampus. Overall, comparative tests of spatial memory are in the direction predicted by the assumption, but results are not as robust and clear as those linking storing itself with hippocampal size. The literature linking song repertoire size and relative size of song production nuclei (e.g., HVC and RA) in oscines is on firmer ground. Not only is the association between repertoire and nucleus size clearly established at the inter- [DeVoogd et al., 1993] and intra-specific [Garamszegi and Eens, 2004] levels, it also appears to characterize gender differences: species in which only males sing have dimorphic song nuclei, whereas species where both sexes sing do not [Brenowitz, 1997]. In addition, evidence is accumulating that song learning coincides with neuronal growth in HVC [Zeng...
et al., 2007], that HVC and RA control different levels of song organization [Yu and Margoliash, 1996], that larger learned repertoires are reflected in increased dendritic spine density in HVC [Airey et al., 2000a], that females select for males with both a larger HVC and a larger repertoire [Airey and DeVoogd, 2000], that HVC size and song complexity predict male quality [Pfaff et al., 2007] and that both repertoire size and HVC size are inherited [Airey et al., 2000b]. Eventually, the impressive advances that characterize the song learning literature need to be imitated in other areas of neuroecology.

Research on general (as opposed to adaptively specialized) cognitive abilities has also concentrated on the link between brains and lifestyles, assuming that more complex lifestyles demand more complex cognition that demand in turn larger brains. Diet [Harvey et al., 1980; Reader and MacDonald, 2003; Ratcliffe et al., 2006] and sociality [Dunbar, 1998] have been the main lifestyle variables studied. Direct tests on brains and cognition are recent. Interspecific differences in social deception in primates are positively correlated with cortex size [Byrne, 1993; Byrne and Corp, 2004], as are differences in rates of social learning, innovation and tool use [Reader and Laland, 2002]. A similar relationship has been found for birds between residual size of pallial areas and rate of innovation [Timmermans et al., 2000] and tool use [Lefebvre et al., 2002]. Paradoxically, cognition is often unrelated with lifestyles that co-vary with brain size. Social deception rate is not significantly associated with group size [Byrne and Corp, 2004], despite the fact that both variables are associated with cortex size. More work of the type conducted on song is clearly needed on both specialized (e.g., spatial) and general cognition to understand the three-way link between lifestyle, cognitive abilities and neural control areas.

Size: Whole Brains or Brain Areas? Absolute or Allometrically Corrected?

The brain is not a homogeneous organ, but a network of pathways and centers which can vary in the degree of specialization. Its size is also strongly dependent on taxonomic grade shifts and allometry. Over the years, researchers have debated whether brains should be compared in terms of absolute size (i.e., as a whole, as well as uncorrected for allometry) or in terms of allometrically corrected size of their component parts. For the moment, studies on primates, birds and insects seem to yield divergent results on this issue. A recent analysis by Deaner et al. [2007] suggests that absolute brain size, uncorrected for allometry, is the best predictor of comparative cognitive performance in primates. Absolute size of the cortex is also a good predictor of rates of social deception [Byrne and Corp, 2004], innovation, tool use and social learning [Reader and Laland, 2002]. In insects, new insights have recently been proposed by Sarah Farris [Farris, 2005, 2008; Farris and Roberts, 2005]. The key neuroecological difference in insect brains appears to lie in the degree of gyrification of the mushroom bodies. Gyracephalic mushroom bodies with multiple calyces characterize insects with generalist diets (e.g., Scarites subterraneus), opportunistic invasive lifestyles (e.g., cockroaches, Japanese beetles) or complex societies (e.g., honeybees, termites). In contrast, specialized insects such as flesh flies, ladybirds and dung beetles have lissencephalic mushroom bodies with single calyces. The number of Kenyon cells is also much higher in the gyracephalic mushroom bodies of generalist beetles [Farris and Roberts, 2005]. In birds, the mesopallium and nidopallium are thought to be equivalent to the cortex of mammals. Residual size of the mesopallium is marginally better than that of other telencephalic structures in predicting innovation rate in birds [Timmermans et al., 2000], whereas that of the nidopallium is the best predictor of true tool use rate [Lefebvre et al., 2002]. Differences in $r^2$ are very small, however, and do not provide very robust evidence that a focus on restricted brain areas better accounts for inter-taxon variance in cognition than does a focus on the whole brain. Data on mesopallium, nidopallium, telencephalon and whole brain size are currently available on 67 avian species [Iwaniuk and Hurd, 2005]. Table 1 shows that the average partial correlation with tool use and innovation rate is not higher when pallial components are used than when the anatomical level chosen is the whole brain. Table 1 also shows that, contrary to the situation in primates, absolute size of the brain or of pallial areas is unrelated to differences in innovation and tool use rates. Finally, different kinds of allometric corrections all seem to produce similar results in birds, whether they be residuals of regressions against log body size, executive brain ratios (volume of the mesopallium plus nidopallium divided by volume of the brainstem) or EQ [using the equation of Martin, 1981]. For the moment, the data on insects, primates and birds thus do not yield a clear consensus on the neural level that best predicts cognitive differences within each group.
Genetic Variation in Brain Size

If variation in the size, gyrification or neuron numbers of brain areas is a key correlate of adaptive cognitive differences between taxa, we should be able to identify genetic differences that lead to neural changes. Recent work on mice and humans provides interesting examples of such genetic effects. In mice, transgenic individuals that express an abnormal form of B-catenin in neural precursors show large increases in brain size due to extension of the surface area of the cortex leading to strong gyrification [Chen and Walsh, 2002]. In humans, single genes that in their abnormal form cause primary microcephaly (ASPM and MCPH1) show allelic variation suggestive of positive selection in contemporary human populations [Mekel-Bobrov et al., 2005; Evans et al., 2005; Vallender, 2008]. The phylogenetic history of ASPM and microcephalin genes shows faster rates of positive selection in the branches that separate humans and chimpanzees, as well as the branches that separate apes from Old World monkeys [Kouprina et al., 2004]. The implications of this genetic variant for cognition are for the moment obscure. Inter-population variation in ASPM and MCPH1 alleles shows no consistent relationship with performance on IQ tests [Mekel-Bobrov et al., 2007], but does seem to show an intriguing degree of correspondence with tonal versus atonal features of different languages [Dediu and Ladd, 2007].

Selective Pressures Favoring Larger Brains

Many studies on ecological correlates of whole brain size assume that natural, not sexual, selection drives the co-evolution. Instead, sexual selection is usually thought to produce changes in restricted brain areas involved in modular specializations [e.g., song nuclei, the hippocampus of brood parasites and polygynous rodents; see Jacobs, 1996 for a review]. Sexual selection often leads to reduction in whole brain size, as animals invest instead in costly traits that allow them to attract mates (bright colors, intricate displays, exaggerated structures) or out-compete individuals of their own sex (large size, large fertilization organs, combat structures). For example, there appears to be a trade-off in bats between relative size of the brain and of the testes [Pitnick et al., 2006]. In primates, species with large size dimorphism tend to have smaller brains than those that are more monomorphic [Schillaci, 2006]. Selection on brain areas also appears to be sex-specific in this order; brain evolution in males appears to have been driven by physical conflict, whereas socio-cognitive skills seem to have been the main driver in females [Lindefors et al., 2007]. Exceptions to this generally negative relationship between brain size and sexual selection are bower birds and zebra finches. In the family Ptilonorhynchidae, species that build more complex bowers have larger brains [Madden, 2001; see however Day et al., 2005] and/or cerebella [Day et al., 2005] than those that either build simpler bowers or no bowers at all. Zebra finches that sing more complex songs have both a larger HVC and telencephalon than those that sing simpler songs; song complexity and size of both the HVC and the whole telencephalon are heritable in this species [Airey et al., 2000b]. Whether these trends occur in other species needs to be determined. Bowerbird females prefer males that build more complicated bowers (and bowers that incorporate colors from local foods), and female zebra finches prefer males that sing more complex songs. As more complex zebra finch songs are associated both with a larger HVC and a larger telencephalon [Airey et al., 2000b], and more complex bowers associated with a larger brain [Madden, 2001] or cerebellum [Day et al., 2005], female choice is sexually selecting for the size of neural structure size. In polygnous meadow voles, females prefer males with better spatial ability; spatial ability in this species is associated with a larger hippocampus, again resulting in sexual selection for neural structure size [Spritzer et al., 2005]. Paradoxically, Spritzer et al. [2005] found that males with better spatial abilities attract more mates, but they were not able to show that these males father more offspring [see Sherry, 2006 for a discussion].
Brains, Lifestyles and Cognition

The natural selection forces that have been suggested to shape brain size evolution mostly emphasize the need for enhanced cognition in three main contexts, foraging, parental care and social relationships. The pioneering work in this area originated in the late 1970's and early 1980's, centered around Paul Harvey, Tim Clutton-Brock and Peter Bennett, and focused on categorical measures of ecological correlates [e.g., diet, Harvey et al., 1980] of brain size. Continuous variables were then added, most notably size of the social unit [Sawaguchi and Kudo, 1990; Perez-Barberia et al., 2007]. In all cases, the association with brain size assumes an untested cognitive intermediary: larger neural centers allow some animals to be more flexible than others in their foraging techniques [Reader and Laland, 2002; Ricklefs, 2004; Ratcliffe et al., 2006], better able to monitor spatial and temporal variation of patchy food sources [e.g., fruit, Clutton-Brock and Harvey, 1980], process information about multiple food types [Reader and MacDonald, 2003], or better interact with more social partners [Dunbar, 1998], detect and rapidly capture evasive prey [Gittleman, 1986], extract rare hidden foods [Parker and Gibson, 1977] and/or program a larger repertoire of foraging patterns [Changizi, 2003]. These presumed functions are not mutually exclusive and several or all of them might have contributed to brain size evolution in a given taxon. Pollen et al. [2007] showed for example that physical and social variables affecting cichlid brain evolution are highly correlated. In fact, physical and social variables might be driven by common ecological factors. The more a food is clumped and predictable in time and space, the more an animal can specialize on it and exploit it alone, driving others away. The solitary-group living continuum and the specialist-generalist continuum may thus vary together, as shown in a recent model [Overington et al., in press], and ecological and social theories of cognition might thus have more in common than is often assumed.

The fitness benefits of large brains have never been directly quantified within any population, but recent comparative analyses in birds and mammals suggest that large brain size might enhance survival in nature. In birds, mean adult mortality is lower in populations, species and families with larger brains, after the effect of other factors known to influence mortality (the most important being body size) have been taken out [Sol et al., 2007]. In birds [Sol et al., 2005] and mammals [Sol et al., in press], but not in fish [Drake, 2007], the long-term survival of populations introduced by humans outside their natural range is higher in species with larger brains, an association that is largely independent of other factors that influence the invasion process. Results on avian and mammalian introductions suggest that environmental change might be a key factor in the evolution of enlarged brains.

**Convergent Brain Size Evolution among Taxa**

In birds and primates, there appears to be a remarkable degree of convergence in the relationship between pallial area size, innovation rate, tool use and reversal learning [Lefebvre et al., 2004]. Does this imply that the evolution of larger brains and brain areas have been driven by similar selective pressures? The finding that brain size facilitates survival in novel regions in birds [Sol et al., 2005] as well as mammals [Sol et al., in press] suggests some convergence in the adaptive function of the brain. For social variables, the relationship also appears to be convergent, but shows some complications. In primates, social group size, social learning and social deception are all positively correlated with size of the pallial area. In birds, the relationship between brain size and social group size appears to be curvilinear rather than linear [Emery et al., 2007]; beyond group sizes of 70, animal numbers seem to be too large to allow the individual recognition and relationships that would put a premium on social computing powers of the brain. The relationship between social learning and the brain is also difficult to establish in birds because the number of reported cases of social learning in the wild is both small and strongly skewed towards a single taxon: oscines [Lefebvre and Bouchard, 2003]. The idea that a broader diet might be one of the main drivers of brain and cognitive evolution is supported in birds [Overington et al., in press], in primates [Reader and MacDonald, 2003], in bats [Ratcliffe et al., 2006] and in insects [Farris and Roberts, 2005; Farris, 2005, 2008]. In fish, brain size differences between cichlid species correlate with mating system, habitat complexity and interspecific competition [Pollen et al., 2007; Shumway, 2008], suggesting that in this taxon also, lifestyles that demand more information-processing seem to select for larger brains and brain areas.

**Conclusion**

Comparative and experimental approaches to animal cognition show largely consistent results. Similar trends associated with similar lifestyles are also seen in taxa that are phylogenetically distant and possess remarkably dif-
ferent brains. Many cognitive measures show positive intercorrelations at the inter-individual and inter-taxon level; ecological principles such as the unpredictability of resources in space and time might drive different types of cognition (e.g., social and non-social) in the same direction. If different cognitive activities involve networks of localized centers distributed in many areas of the brain and if most of these cognitive activities are positively correlated across individuals and species, then we need to incorporate this into our thinking about brain evolution. Imagine two species that differ on four cognitive measures, each one of which involves in turn eight distributed brain centers. Among New World monkeys, for example, marmosets and capuchins show clear differences in rates of innovation, tool use, social learning, as well as reversal learning speed. In all four cases, capuchins outrank marmosets, as they do on measures of absolute and relative size of the whole brain and cortex. In the 20 to 25 million years since the marmoset and capuchin lineages split, how did divergent evolution of their brains and cognition occur? By separate changes in the genes affecting each of the 32 brain centers involved in the four cognitive processes? By a limited number of genetic changes that had broad consequences all over the brain? To more efficiently tackle these questions, we need more comparative data on fine neural differences in animals that show divergent lifestyles, of the type that Goodson and his group have gathered on avian sociality. We need to identify more gene changes that are associated with neural differences, be they changes that could affect the whole brain [Kouprina et al., 2004; Evans et al., 2005; Mekel-Bobrov et al., 2005, 2007; Vallender, 2008] or cortex [Chen and Walsh, 2002] or localized centers. We need brain imaging data on batteries of cognitive processes that are either positively (e.g., reversal learning, social learning, and tool use) or negatively (spatial memory) correlated across taxa. Finally, we need to identify the evolutionary processes that drive increases in brain size, integrating retrospective approaches where present-day brain-ecology associations are linked to historical events, as well as prospective approaches, asking how present ecological conditions select for enhanced cognitive skills and larger brains. Only when we assemble enough evidence for all these issues we will be able to construct a general theory for the evolution of large brains.
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